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PULSED RF SYSTEMS FOR LARGE STORAGE RINGS+ 

P. B. Wilson4 

I. Introduction 

In this paper we consider the possibility that by 
using a pulsed rf system a substantial reduction can 
be made in the rf Ipower requirement for the next gen- 
eration of large storage rings. For a ring with a 
sufficiently large circumference, the time between 
bunch passages, Tb, can exceed the cavity filling time, 

Tf. As the ratio ‘Tb/Tf increases, it is clear that at 
some point the average power requirement can be reduced 
by pulsing the rf to the cavities. In this mode of 
operation, the rf Ipower is turned on a filling time or 
so before the arrival of a bunch and is switched off 
again at the time (of bunch passage. There is no rf 
energy in the accelerating structure, and hence no power 
dissipation, for most of the period between bunches. 

For a pulsed system a structure is desired which 
requires the least stored energy per unit length, w, 
for a given accelerating gradient, Ea. A figure of 
merit for the structure in this case is* 

E‘ 
w r - = - 

kl=4: 4Q i 1 ’ (1) 

where r/Q is the shunt impedance per unit length divided 
by the unloaded Q. For a cw system a structure is 
desired which dissipates the least power per unit 
length, Pl, to achieve a given accelerating field. The 
shunt impedance per unit length, r = Ei/Pl, is the 
figure of merit in this case, A consideration of Eq. 
(1) shows that for a pulsed system cavity geometry is 
of primary importance, rather than wall losses. In 
addition, the figures of merit for the two kinds of 
structures scale differently with frequency: 

kl N w 
2 (pulsed) 

r N w 4 (cw) . 

There is a stronger incentive, therefore, to operate a 
pulsed system at a higher frequency. 

II. Pulsed System with No Beam Loading 

Consider a constant impedance traveling-wave struc- 
ture with attenuation parameter T = wTf/2Q, where Tf = 
L/vg is the filling time. 
structure of length L is1 

The peak energy gain for a 

i = (rLi)$ [ (2~)~ (1- e-*)/T] , 

where ? is the peak power from the rf source. The 
energy per pulse required to fill the structure is 

W 
P 

The average power delivered by the source is simply the 
enefgy per pulse divided by the time between bunches, 
Or P = w 
introduc ng !i 

/Tb. Taking also the limit of small T and 
the structure parameter kl from Eq. (l), 

we obtain 

FI = i2 ~ (1tT) . 4kl LTb (2) 
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* The structure constant kl has been defined to be 
consistent with Ul=klq*, where Ul is the energy 
lost per unit length to the fundamental mode by 
charge q in an initially unexcited structure, See 
also Ref. 2. 

The same result is obtained for small T in the case of 
a constant gradient structure. 

In the case of a standing-wave structure with 
filling time Tf = (2Q/w)(ltB)-1, the peak voltage at 
time t is 

G(t) = (rr$)’ & ( 4 )ji-e-f’Tf] , 

where B is the coupling coefficient. The energy re- 
quired to attain a voltage V at the end of a pulse of 

It is readily shown that the pulse energy is minimum if 
the pulse length is chosen to be Tpo=-1.257Tf . At this 
pulse length, using also Eq. (1) and P = Wp/Tb, 

P (min) 
t2 = 1.228 ~ 

4klLTb (3) 

The factor of 1.228 is due to the fact that in the 
standing-wave case there is an unavoidable transient 
reflected power. 

For both the standing-wave and traveling-wave 
cases, it is seen that the average power is inversely 
proportional to the time between bunches. This raises 
the possibility that in a multi-bunch machine the 
accelerating voltage can be increased for the same 
average power by decreasing the number of bunches. 

III. Beam Loading in a Pulsed System --- 

In the single-pass limit (fields in all modes die 
away between bunches) a phasor diagram for the funda- 
mental mode can be drawn2 as shown in Fig. 1. 

+2 kq 

Reference Phase 
ildr*l 

Fig. 1. Phasor diagram showing the super- 
position of the generator and beam-induced 
voltages for single-bunch beam loading. 

In this diagram the reference phase is the phase of the 
peak acceler?ting voltage, 0 is th_e phase of the genera- 
tor voltage Vg at bunch arrival, V, is the effective 
cavity voltage acting on the bunch, and $ is the syn- 
chronous phas$ angle. The total beam-induced voltage 
compocent is Vb (the reference phase is chosen such 
that Vb is in the-negative-real direction), leaving a 
residual voltage V, in the cavity after the passage of 
the bunch. It can be shown* that the component of the 
beam-induced voltage acting on the bunch is vb/2=-kq, 
where k=klL. Higher-order-mode losses in the rf 
structure are taken into account by the beam loading 
enhancement factor B, which is the ratio of the energy 
loss to all modes divided by the loss to the fundamental 
mode for a charge passing through an initially unexcited 
structure. The energy loss per turn to higher-order 
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modes in the rf structure is Uhm= (B- l)kq*. Thus the 
net accelerating voltage that must be provided by the 
rf system can be written 

va = vstve+ (B-1)kq 

where Vs is the synchrotron radiation loss per turn and 
V, =k,q is the sum of all parasitic mode losses exter- 
nal to the rf structure. From this expression and Fig. 
1, we have 

vg cos 0 = Va t kq = Vs t k,q t Bkq 

Vg sin 0 = Va tan $ . 

Squaring and adding the preceding two expressions to 
eliminate 0 and setting Vg = V in Eqs. (2) and (3)) the 
average power that must be delivered by the generator is 

es p = ~ 
4klLTb Vf tan*4 t (Vat kq)* 

3 
, 

Here C, is a structure constant, equal to (1-t-T) for 
the traveling-wave case and 1.23(1tl/B) in the stand- 
ing-wave case. Normalizing to the average generator 
power, PO, required to establish the energy gradient in 
the absence of a beam: 

F Vs+ k,q t(B-1)kq 2 
-= 
po 

-----vs ] sin*4 t[vs’~~ + Bkqrcos2$ (4) 

(5) 

The preceding relations were derived for a single 
beam with charge q per bunch. For two equal beams in 
the standing-wave case, q must be replaced by 2q and B 
by (Bt 1)/2 (see Ref. 1). For the traveling-wave case, 
we assume that the structure acts independently on each 
beam, The total unloaded power given by Eq. (5) must 
then be doubled, while q and B in Eq. (4) remain the 
same. 

The generator power can be minimized as a function 
of structure length for a given charge per bunch. The 
optimum length is 

Lo = ‘s + ‘e 

klq[ (2B- l)cos*$ f (B- l)*+ ’ 
(6) 

IV. Choice of Structure 

A traveling-wave structure is advantageous in that 
there is no energy loss due to reflected power. A 
method for independently accelerating both e’ and et 
beams using the same traveling-wave structure is shown 
in Fig. 2. 

Traveling-Wave Structure 

Fig. 2. System for using the same traveling-wave 
structure to accelerate both e+ and e- beams. 

The structure itself should have a high r/Q and a low 
parasitic mode loss parameter B. A high group velocity 

is also required to give a reasonable length of struc- 
ture between feeds with low attenuation. One structure 
which seems to incorporate all these features is the 
jungle gym structure, illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Section of jungle-gym structure. 
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This structure was incorporated into a traveling-wave 
resonant ring and used as an rf cavity in the Cornell 
electron synchrotron.394 The measured properties of 
the Cornell structure are: f= 714 MHz (n/2 mode), Q= 
1.8~ 104, r/Q= 1400 n/m, kl=1.6 x 101* V/C-m, vg/c= 
0.22. 

The jungle-gym structure was also investigated 
(1957-59) at the Microwave Laboratory at Stanford.5 A 
kl of about 2.1 x 1012 V/C-m (normalized to 714 MHz) was 
obtained for the n/3 mode in a structure with a rectan- 
gular cross section at v /c=O.l. This corresponds to 
an r/Q on the order of 1 00 n/m. At the same frequency, 0 
the present PEP structure would have an r/Q of about 
1200 n/m for an equivalent beam aperture (2a % 7.0 cm). 
Structure impedances must always be compared at the 
same beam aperture. The impedance in general falls off 
quite rapidly as the aperture is increased. A jungle- 
gym can be built at 700 MHz with a full aperture (mea- 
sured along the diagonal of the central opening) of 
about 8.5 cm. 

One significant advantage of the jungle-gym struc- 
ture, apparent from the drawing in Fig. 3, is that the 
fabrication of the structure should be simple and inex- 
pensive. The structure is basically a hollow pipe with 
round bars placed across it at periodic intervals. By 
making the bars hollow, they can easily be water cooled. 
There are, of course, no tuners. Operational experience 
at Cornell has also shown4 that, compared to convention- 
al cavities, the structure is much less susceptible to 
multipactoring, In addition, higher-mode losses should 
be quite low in this structure. The transverse bars are 
clearly a small discontinuity compared to the dividing 
walls between cells in a conventional standing-wave 
structure. Preliminary measurements give a beam loading 
enhancement factor B= 1.35 at a bunch length of 2.3 cm 
for the Cornell structure. This can be compared to 
B= 2.5 for the PEP or PETRA cavities at the same bunch 
length . 

V. Comparison of Pulsed and CW Systems 

For a traveling-wave system capable of accelerating 
two beams in opposite directions, the average power 
required will be twice that given by Eq. (5). For a cw 
standing-wave system, the average power required is 
?(cw) = V*/Lr,,. Therefore 

F (pulsed) = 
(1 t T)r SW -312 NW 

P(cw> 2klTb 

Let us compare systems at 700 MHz, taking T= 0.2 and 
kl= 2.1 x 101* R/m-see for a n/3-mode jungle-gym struc- 
ture. A PEP or PETRA-type standing-wave structure 
might have a shunt impedance of 35 MQ/m at this fre- 
quency . Using these values in the preceding expres- 
sion, we find that i;(pulsed) =F(cw) at T z 10 us. The 
next generation of large storage rings w ‘p 11 have bunch 
passage times in the range 20-100 us. A pulsed rf sys- 
tem at 700 MHz should therefore be advantageous, 
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VI. Application to LEP-70 

The design concepts of pulsed rf have been ap- pulsed systems designs are given at 500 MHz and 700 MHz 
plied6p7 to machines with average radii of 1.7 km and using estimated jungle-gym structure parameters for the 
3.5 km. Table I summarizes the results for the second n/2 mode (vg/c=O.2) and the IT/~ mode (vg/c=O.l). The 
case -- a machine wfith the lattice and beam parameters 
of the proposed LEP-70 storage ringe8 A total average 

synchronous phase angle for LEP-70, using a 350 MHz rf 
system, is 30° off crest. This angle has been increased 

rf power of 64 MW has been assumed, compared to 74 MW to 330 at 500 MHz and 37O at 714 MHz to maintain an 
for the cw system is the LEP-70 design. Examples of adequate quantum lifetime. 

Structure Parameter-2 

vg/c 
Section Length I(m) 
Filling Time (us) 
Attenuation Parameter T 
B Factor (a, = 2.3 cm) 
Total Structure Length (m) 

klystron Requirements (Nb = 4/l)* 

Klystrons per Feed 
Total No. of Klystrons 
Max. Average Power 

per Klystron (kw) 
Max. Peak Power 

per Klystron (MW) 
Duty Cycle (%) 
Pulse Length (ps) 
Repetition Rate (kHz) 

70 GeV Operation (10.5 mA/beam) 

Ave. Generator Power P (MW) 
Higher Mode Power Phm fMW) 
Cavity Dissipation Pd (MW) 
Load Dissipation PQ (MW) 
Opt. Structure Length Lo (m) 
Net Beam Efficiency Pb/Pg (%) 

Cop Energy Operation - 
Unload Energy (GeV) 

(Nb = 4/2/l) 
Energy (GeV) for ‘/‘z 1031 (Nb = 1) 

’ Nb = number of bunches per beam 

714 MHz Systems T 
0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10 

60 60 60 45 
1.0 2.0 2.0 1.5 

0,125 0.25 0.15 0.11 
1.35 1.53 1.53 1.53 
1920 1920 1920 2880 

1 2 
64 128 

1000 500 

18174 9.3/37 

5.411.35 
1.0 

54113.5 

38.2 47.7 46.8 41.3 
4.4 8.8 4.2 6.3 
5.9 13.6 9.3 5.6 
7.8 5.2 13.2 9.3 

2780 1840 3730 3730 
53 42 43 49 

86/94/ 102 88/94/104 82/89/97 861941102 

98 100 93 98 

1;8 

500 

4.6/18.5 

10.812.’ 
2.0 

54113.5 

500 MHz Systems 

1 2 
64 128 

1000 500 

9.3137 4.6118.5 

10.812.7 
2.0 

54113.5 

1 

1 
128 

500 

6.2125 

8.112.0 
1.5 

54113.5 

Table I 
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